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ABSTRACT

neously in one’s workspace [1,10,12].

One of the key reasons existing electronic devices have
trouble replacing paper for reading, especially in workrelated (rather than leisure) situations, is that a number of
reading tasks take advantage of the multiple, highly mobile
display surfaces paper provides. Existing device configurations cannot easily replicate the cross-referencing, navigation, writing, and layout flexibility paper makes possible.
The advent of low power electronic paper displays (EPDs)
now enable the creation of devices with more than one
screen, while remaining extremely thin and light. My research focuses on understanding how the introduction of
additional displays will enable a wider range of reading to
be performed on an electronic device.

Given the beneficial properties of paper, there have been
various attempts to fuse paper and digital functionalities.
One way has been to preserve paper documents as the primary reading medium while providing auxiliary electronics
to make it more computer-like (e.g. DigitalDesk [16]). An
alternate strategy, which conveys more digital functionality, is to simulate paper functionality on an electronic device. The XLibris system [14], which provided a paper-like
interface in conjunction with a number of search and retrieval tools, is an example of this latter approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Alan Kay observed that the digital computer was powerful
in its ability to "be all other media if the embedding and
viewing methods are sufficiently well provided." [5] Although some reading tasks can be performed on existing
devices, the inclination for many of us to print out the
documents we plan to use for anything more than casual
consultation is an indication that the viewing methods
available for our electronic documents remain inadequate.
Our continued use of paper is not terribly surprising, however. Paper has a number of qualities that makes it extremely suitable for reading activities. Individual sheets of
paper are thin and light, affording the tangible manipulations that accompany many types of reading [7,12]. Reading on paper requires no power, meaning that few restrictions are placed on when, where, or for how long one can
read. Finally, since paper is extremely inexpensive, it is
possible to place information across many sheets of paper,
which are able to function as independent reading surfaces.
These surfaces can then be spread out and viewed simultaCopyright is held by the owner/author(s).
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The degree to which people rely on independent reading
surfaces when reading presents a challenge to simulating
paper, however. Ethnographers have observed that tasks
like information extraction [1], note taking [10,11], document comparison [1], and cross-referencing [8], all take
advantage of multiple independent reading surfaces. Until
recently, providing equivalent functionality on a portable
electronic device has been impractical, given the increased
size and power requirements of such a setup. However, the
availability of electronic paper displays (EPDs) changes the
situation considerably. EPDs have the unique property of
consuming power only when the display changes, making
possible devices that have several displays, but which do
not consume much more power than those with a single
display. As a result, such a device can remain manageable
in size and weight.
A practical device with multiple displays would mark a
significant advance in efforts to simulate paper functionality beyond that of existing devices. Existing devices, like
the Amazon Kindle, have demonstrated some success in
enabling users to read electronically. However, the reading
activities that can be performed using these devices have
been largely limited to those performed for leisure, rather
than for work. The single display on these devices tends not
to support very well the rapid switches in attention between
different documents and changes in the spatial layout of
material that characterize work-related [1] reading.
The hypothesis I intend to validate for my thesis research is
that an electronic reading device with two or more independent surfaces supports reading activities that occur
across multiple sheets of paper, while streamlining access
to electronic resources, simplifying information extraction,
and facilitating content sharing.

DOCUMENT NAVIGATION ON TWO SCREENS

In order to get a sense about how multiple reading surfaces
could improve the reading experience and to explore the
feasibility of building a device with multiple reading surfaces, I designed and built a prototype dual-display reading
device to study one specific activity closely tied to reading:
document navigation [2]. The device I built supported
navigation through a combination of increased display area,
thumbnail-based navigation [3], and an embodied interface
for more lightweight navigation.
I conducted a study comparing reading the New York Times
on a single-screen device and on a dual-screen device. The
results of the study were encouraging because a number of
the interactions users reported being able to perform more
easily on the dual-screen device matched those that Marshall and Bly [7] observed people performing on paper, but
could not easily perform on an electronic device. Thus, the
addition of a second display has the potential of supporting
the reading experience in the same ways that paper does.
During the study, users expressed some dissatisfaction with
the embodied interface. For example, after trying out the
embodied flipping and folding gestures many users concluded that it was much easier to change pages by using the
hardware buttons on the device. Users also remarked that
the size and weight of the dual-display assembly hindered
their use of the embodied gestures. The negative feedback
highlighted two important points that needed to be addressed in future device designs and evaluation strategies.
First, the results revealed that the physical form factor of
the device was tightly connected to the experience of using
the device. Second, the somewhat artificial setting of the
laboratory may have influenced our results. In our setting,
users were seated behind a desk, with both hands free to
operate the device. As a result, the setting diminished the
utility of the embodied gestures. In real-world situations,
such as those where a user’s hands are not free to reach a
button, embodied gestures may have proven more useful.
The experience argues for observing device use in real
reading environments to increase external validity.
A NEW CLASS OF READING DEVICE

To more concretely establish that a multi-display reading
device fills a unique and useful niche, I analyzed common
reading interactions and looked how well various devices
support these tasks.
Key interactions observed during reading include: reading
while writing [10,12]; creating spatial layouts on the desktop [10]; use of lightweight different navigation strategies
[7]; working with several documents (including paper ones)
simultaneously [1]; and physical manipulation of the material [7,12]. These tasks point to a device with a display that
can display large amounts of content simultaneously, while
supporting a great deal of flexibility in how the device can
be oriented in the workspace.
Based on the above analysis, I plotted devices in a space
formed by crossing display real estate (in terms of how

many letter size sheets can be displayed), against layout
flexibility (Figure 1).
Devices actually support layout flexibility in multiple
ways. First, I subdivided devices into whether they are
fixed (the user must be in a particular physical position to
use the device) or mobile (the position of the device can be
readily adjusted).
Further, when the devices are used to view multiple documents at the same time, the flexibility with which open
documents can be arranged varies. Devices with limited
orientation flexibility, like those that flip between several
documents on a single screen, force content to share the
same orientation. Some devices allow semi-independent
orientation, where documents can be oriented independently in some dimensions. For example, on a tabletop display documents can be rotated and repositioned but are
fixed to the same plane. Finally, devices capable of independent orientation allow documents to be oriented independently in all dimensions.

Figure 1 - Space of reading devices. Layout flexibility categories are boxed within the graph

Once the devices have been separated out, it is possible to
see that a multi-display reading device differs from most
devices by providing a large display, while maintaining
physical mobility and allowing independent document orientation. One will notice that another device configuration
in the literature—‘multiple TabletPCs’—occupies the same
location as the proposed multi-display device. Researchers
studying the ‘multiple TabletPC’ configuration [9] found
that the configuration had many properties beneficial towards reading, corroborating my analysis. The device I
propose to build will incorporate these advantages while
addressing shortcomings such as the inability to transfer
information across devices, and issues of size, weight, and
power consumption associated with the multi-TabletPC
configuration.
RESEARCH AGENDA

My doctoral research consists of three milestones: (1)
Building a Dual-display reading device; (2) Developing a
‘Tangible Window Manager’; and (3) Evaluation. I will
now discuss these three milestones in more detail.

which serves to make several physically disconnected devices appear as a single, unified device. The Tangible Window Manager (TWM) coordinates between documents on
different devices similar to how a traditional Window Manager coordinates between different applications running on
the virtual desktop.

Figure 2 – Prototype slate of the custom multidisplay reading device. The device is approximately
8mm thick.
BUILDING THE DUAL-DISPLAY READING DEVICE

Supporting the primary scenario in which I plan to evaluate
the device—an undergraduate English course—entails a
number of requirements, which include: (1) Pen input to
support the heavy reliance on writing and annotation; (2) A
large screen allows content formatted for letter-sized pages
to viewed without resorting to panning and zooming; (3) A
minimum of 18 hours of continuous use, to ensure a full
day of reading, followed by a recharge overnight; (4) Specialized hardware controls, a custom software interface,
and a display capable of fast frame rates to support navigation; and (5) Wireless communications for accessing electronic resources and for communicating between displays.
Existing products that come closest to satisfying the above
requirements are the Kindle DX and IRex DR1000. These
devices are large-format dedicated reading devices. While
these devices provide the necessary battery life and display
size, they exhibit slow screen refresh, limited hardware
controls (only buttons) and can not run custom software.
The situation therefore necessitates the construction of a
custom dual-display reading device. Central to my custom
device is a large E-Ink EPD, which minimizes thickness
and weight, while extending battery life. I have additionally
partnered with Ricoh Innovations, Inc. to take advantage of
their methods of increasing EPD speed to near-interactive
frame rates. The processor in the device provides the required computational power, but also a rich set of power
management functions to minimize power consumption
during inactivity. The device provides a pen digitizer underneath the display to accept written input. Additional
functions include capacitive sliders for navigation and WiFi and Bluetooth radios for communication. Design of the
device electronics has finished, and fabrication is
underway. An early prototype of the device is seen in
Figure 2.
A TANGIBLE WINDOW MANAGER

Building the hardware is only half of creating a reading
solution, however. Equally important is the user interface,

The essential functions the TWM facilitates are (1) Data
transfer across surfaces – Even though devices are physically independent, data should move freely across the devices. Users are frustrated when this is not the case [9]; and
(2) Switching between multiple documents – Reading tasks
often cycle between a small set of heavily used documents
[15]. The number of active documents may exceed the
number of displays available. Also, as the reading task being performed changes, users need the ability to reconfigure the devices to present different information.
The foundation for the TWM is an interaction technique I
call Conduit, which is based on the Stitching [4] interaction. The basic Stitching interaction allows data to be transferred one device to another by swiping the stylus across
devices. Text and images can easily transferred in this
manner. However, by mapping documents to objects that
can be stitched across devices, users also have a fast way to
dispatch a document to a specific device.
The main enhancement that sets Conduit apart from standard Stitching is that many operations take place within a
user-maintained quasimode [13]. Entering a quasimode
provides the user with a fast way to save the state of the
system before a command. When the command finishes,
the system can revert back to the saved state. This feature is
useful for the many reading tasks that only require temporary access to a resource and expands the number of documents a user can work with simultaneously.
To give a concrete example of how Conduit enables multidocument use across devices, suppose a user is reading
from two documents (Figure 3a). The first document refers
to a figure elsewhere in that document, which the user
wishes to consult. The user enters the quasimode, and navigates to the page with the desired figure (Figure 3b). The
user can stitch the page with the figure to the second device

Figure 3 – Example sequence of inter-device operations using the TWM. (A) Left document references a
figure; (B) Calling up the figure; Stitching page to right
allows side-by-side comparison (C). Figure can be
stitched into a notebook (D). Upon releasing quasimode, system returns to (A).

(Figure 3b & c) to view both pages of the document sideby-side. The user may then choose to stitch the figure into a
notebook (Figure 3d). Upon releasing the quasimode, the
system returns to the starting state and the user can resume
his original reading activity (Figure 3a).
One additional feature of the Conduit is that the user can
specify the behavior upon exiting the quasimode. So, at the
end of an operation, the user has the option of keeping the
new state of the system or reverting to the starting state.
EVALUATION

The evaluation that I will perform to test my hypothesis
will encompass both laboratory evaluations and longitudinal deployments. The longitudinal deployments are designed to reveal patterns of use after users have a chance to
become familiar with the devices. The laboratory studies
focus on more detailed measures of reading behavior given
specific design choices. Conducting the longitudinal studies
first provides a clearer idea of how the device is used in the
real world; the knowledge will inform the focus of the laboratory study.
The main longitudinal study will involve deploying a dualdisplay device to an undergraduate English class in literary
analysis. The reading activities associated with the class
(information extraction, writing, annotation, crossreferencing, etc.) will provide a broad range of tasks upon
which to observe the performance of the device. The main
insights I hope to gain through this study is how reading on
a dual-display device compares to reading on paper, the
situations where the reading device prove most useful, and
how students make use of the additional display. To diversify the styles of reading I observe using the device, a second deployment will be made to readers of the New York
Times newspaper. Newspaper reading exhibits complex
patterns of navigation [6] that I believe a multi-display device might better support.
A laboratory study provides an opportunity to make more
detailed observations about how specific reading settings
shape reading behavior. Comparing how a reader navigates
and searches through a document printed paper against the
behavior on an electronic device will inform the design of
the interface and tools on electronic reading devices.
CONCLUSION

My proposed work encompasses a plan to build a set of
multi-display electronic reading devices to reading tasks
that largely occur on paper at present. Using these devices,
I will undertake laboratory studies as well as the first-ever
longitudinal studies of a dual-display reading device to
determine whether devices with more than one display
close the gap between reading on paper and reading electronically and enable readers to take advantage of digital
functionalities while reading.
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